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Protonation Stimulates the Layered to Rock Salt Phase
Transition of Ni-Rich Sodium Cathodes

Biwei Xiao,* Yu Zheng, Miao Song, Xiang Liu, Gi-Hyeok Lee, Fred Omenya, Xin Yang,
Mark H. Engelhard, David Reed, Wanli Yang, Khalil Amine, Gui-Liang Xu,
Perla B. Balbuena,* and Xiaolin Li*

Protonation of oxide cathodes triggers surface transition metal dissolution
and accelerates the performance degradation of Li-ion batteries. While
strategies are developed to improve cathode material surface stability,
little is known about the effects of protonation on bulk phase transitions
in these cathode materials or their sodium-ion battery counterparts.
Here, using NaNiO2 in electrolytes with different proton-generating levels
as model systems, a holistic picture of the effect of incorporated protons is
presented. Protonation of lattice oxygens stimulate transition metal migration
to the alkaline layer and accelerates layered-rock-salt phase transition, which
leads to bulk structure disintegration and anisotropic surface reconstruction
layers formation. A cathode that undergoes severe protonation reactions
attains a porous architecture corresponding to its multifold performance
fade. This work reveals that interactions between electrolyte and cathode that
result in protonation can dominate the structural reversibility/stability of bulk
cathodes, and the insight sheds light for the development of future batteries.

1. Introduction

Rechargeable intercalation batteries that convert between
chemical and electrical energy through redox reactions almost
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certainly experience bulk structure and/or
interface changes associated with the
ion/electron transfer. The reversibility of
the ion/electron transfer process and the
material structure evolution hence dictate
the rechargeability or cycle life of these
batteries. Because the ion/electron diffu-
sion and structure evolution are governed
mainly by electrode materials’ intrinsic
properties and by dynamic interfacial re-
actions between electrolyte and electrode
materials, maintaining the structural in-
tegrity and interfacial stability is essential
to enable a high-performance battery.

Various types of surface coatings, mate-
rial structure designs, and new electrolyte
recipes and/or additives have been devel-
oped to control the electrode-electrolyte
interaction.[1,2] Fundamental processes of
the underlying mechanisms also have been

investigated extensively.[3–7] However, research mainly has been
focused on surface phenomena, including the compositions of
the anode “solid-electrolyte interphase,” “cathode electrolyte in-
terphase,” surface transition metal dissolution, and surface
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reconstruction layer (SRL) of layered transition metal
oxides.[1,8–12] The effect of electrolyte-electrode interaction
on cathode bulk structure breakdown is largely overlooked, not
to mention study of the underlying molecular processes.

Early studies on proton/lithium-ion exchange have indicated
that protons from electrolyte can incorporate into the bulk of the
layered lithium materials at charged states,[5–7] yet little has been
elucidated about how the cathode bulk structure will evolve in
successive cycles. Layered metal oxide cathodes, particularly Ni-
rich materials have become promising candidates for increasing
the energy density of rechargeable alkaline-ion batteries; hence,
for performance improvement, there is urgent need to decipher
why the interface is highly unstable with the electrolyte. Re-
cently, the interaction of a Ni-rich cathode with an electrolyte
at its grain boundaries has been linked to interparticle cracking
in bulk spheres.[13] It also has been revealed that Ni-rich cath-
odes exhibit significantly different surface degradation rates in
high concentration electrolyte, localized high concentration elec-
trolyte (LHCE), and conventional carbonate electrolyte.[14–16] In
this work, we reveal the molecular process governing Ni-rich
sodium cathode/electrolyte interaction, including the protona-
tion effect on the irreversible layered-rock-salt phase transition.
We used NaNiO2 as the representative cathode and conventional
carbonate-based electrolyte and LHCE as model electrolyte sys-
tems. NaNiO2 has the highest Ni amount, wide interlayer spacing
after desodiation, and similar Na and proton occupation prefer-
ences on the trigonal prismatic sites, thus allowing for facile pro-
ton incorporation. It is therefore expected that NaNiO2 should be
able to present the most distinct effect. Conventional carbonate-
based electrolyte and LHCE have dramatically different decompo-
sition mechanisms and proton generation levels. Ab initio molec-
ular dynamics simulation (AIMD) and systematic synchrotron
X-ray and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) characteriza-
tions were integrated to elucidate the cathode structure degrada-
tion associated with bulk electrolyte decomposition as well as at
the interfaces of pristine and charged cathodes. Carbonate elec-
trolyte was found to involve more dehydrogenation reactions, and
thus higher protonation of NaNiO2 than LHCE, resulting in dis-
tinct oxygen loss and Ni migration. Consequently, carbonate elec-
trolyte leads to more surface Ni reduction with thicker anisotropic
SRLs than does LHCE, as well as the formation of a porous bulk
architecture with more rock-salt NiO through spinel-like NiO2 in-
termediate phases. The results provide new insight into the cor-
relation of cathode fading and electrolyte-electrode interaction:
electrolyte not only can affect the surface reconstruction and tran-
sition metal dissolution of cathode materials, but also accelerates
the layered-rock-salt phase transition of the bulk cathode struc-
ture through mechanisms like generation and incorporation of
protons. It opens new dimensions in engineering the cathode
and electrolyte for future battery improvement.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Electrochemical Testing and Cathode Surface
Characterization

The NaNiO2 used in this work was synthesized through a com-
mon solid-state reaction.[17] The powder X-ray diffraction (XRD)
pattern and Rietveld refinement in Figure S1a (Supporting Infor-

mation) shows it is pure phase layered material with C2/m sym-
metry and an interlayer spacing of 5.32 Å. Scanning electron mi-
croscopy and high-angle annular dark-field scanning transmis-
sion electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) results show that the
particles in agglomerations have sizes of ≈2 μm and interlayer
spacings of ≈5.3 Å (Figure S1b,c, Supporting Information).

The electrochemical performance of NaNiO2 was tested be-
tween 2 and 4.2 V (vs Na/Na+) in LHCE [5.1 m sodium
bis(fluorosulfonyl)imide dissolved in dimethoxyethane (DME),
diluted with bis(2,2,2-trifluoroethyl) ether (BTFE)] and carbonate-
based electrolytes [1 m NaPF6 dissolved in ethylene carbon-
ate/propylene carbonate (EC/PC) at 1:1 vol%] (denoted EC/PC)
under similar conditions (see details in Supporting Informa-
tion). NaNiO2 shows superior performance in LHCE to that in
EC/PC from almost every aspect of electrochemical testing, in-
cluding specific capacity, cycling stability, and rate performance
(Figures 1 and S2, Supporting Information). NaNiO2 exhibits
much higher initial charge and discharge capacities (183.1 and
136.9 mAh g−1, respectively) in LHCE at 0.1C (1C = 120 mA g−1)
than those (152.8 and 108.9 mAh g−1) in EC/PC electrolyte. The
specific discharge capacity in LHCE after 100 cycles at 0.3C is
≈113 mAh g−1 (≈91.3% capacity retention from the fourth cy-
cle), almost 2.5 times the value in EC/PC (≈45 mAh g−1, 49%
retention from the fourth cycle) (Figure 1a).

A close comparison of the charge/discharge curves
(Figure 1b,c) shows that NaNiO2 in LHCE exhibits a pair of
plateaus >4.0 V during charging and ≈3.8 V during discharging
(Figure 1b), which are absent in the charge/discharge curves
obtained in EC/PC (Figure 1c). These plateaus, assigned to the
distortion of O″3 to an O‴3 phase,[18,19] are highly reversible
in LHCE even after 100 cycles. Because similar pattern of
electrochemical performance difference also has been observed
in the NaNiO2||hard carbon full cells (Figure S3, Supporting
Information), it reasonably infers that the performance differ-
ence in these electrolytes is from the distinct interaction of the
electrolytes with the NaNiO2 cathode rather than the Na metal.

Systematic soft X-ray absorption spectroscopy (sXAS) and
TEM characterization were carried out to study the cathode sur-
face structure evolution in different electrolytes. Ex situ Ni L3-
edge sXAS collected in total electron yield (TEY) mode yielded
signal predominantly from the surface at several nanometers
probing depth in this energy range; hence, this method is help-
ful to study the Ni redox behavior at the surface of NaNiO2.
Figure 1d,e presents the spectra obtained in various states of
charge/discharge during the first cycle. In both electrolytes,
NaNiO2 shows a strong Peak I (Ni2+) at OCV and a broad Peak II
(Ni3+/4+) that generally increase during charge and decrease dur-
ing discharge. Peak II increased all the way to 4.2 V when the
cathode was charged in LHCE, reflecting the continuous oxidiza-
tion of surface Ni to Ni3+/4+. The oxidation trend in EC/PC lasted
only until the cathode was charged to 3.6 V, after which little Peak
II change was observed. The result indicates that the surface re-
activity/redox reversibility of NaNiO2 is highly dependent on the
electrolyte.

The difference in the surface redox reversibility in these elec-
trolytes becomes even more striking after 10 cycles. The Ni L3-
edge sXAS spectra in Figure 1f,g shows repeated oscillation of the
Peak II signal during charging and discharging of the electrode in
LHCE but very small change in EC/PC. The distinct Ni reactivity
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Figure 1. NaNiO2 electrochemical performance and surface characterization. a) Half-cell cycling performances in LHCE and EC/PC (first cycle at C/10,
subsequent cycles at C/3, 1C = 120 mA g−1). b,c) Charge/discharge curves after the first and the 100th cycles in LHCE and EC/PC. d,e) Ex situ Ni L3-edge
XAS of NaNiO2 cathodes in various charge/discharge states during the first cycle. f,g) Ex situ Ni L3-edge XAS of NaNiO2 cathodes at the open-circuit
voltage (OCV), fully charged, and fully discharged states of the 10th cycle. h,i) HAADF-STEM images of the SRLs on NaNiO2 after 10 cycles in LHCE.
j,k) HAADF-STEM images of the SRLs on NaNiO2 after 10 cycles in EC/PC.

indicates that the surface Ni in the sample cycled in EC/PC has al-
most become inactive after 10 cycles. HAADF-STEM images in
Figure 1h–k and Figure S4 (Supporting Information) show the
surface structures of the cathodes after being cycled 10 times
in LHCE and in EC/PC. The particles display anisotropic for-

mation of NiO-like rock salt SRL in both electrolytes. The SRLs
formed in LHCE and in EC/PC, despite having different thick-
nesses, is thinner and denser on the facets parallel to the lay-
ers than on other facets. In LHCE, the SRL thickness is ≈3 nm
along the layers and ≈10 nm across the layers. In EC/PC, the

Adv. Mater. 2024, 36, 2308380 2308380 (3 of 12) © 2023 Battelle Memorial Institute. Advanced Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 2. End configurations (top) and interfacial reactions (bottom) of electrolytes’ (LHCE and EC/PC) decomposition on NaNiO2 and Na0.75NiO2
surfaces. a–d) Na1.0NiO2 (0 0 1); e–j) Na0.75NiO2 (1 0 −1) surfaces after 10 ps AIMD simulations in electron-deficient environments. Color code:
sodium (on surfaces), purple; nickel, dark blue; carbon, gray; oxygen, red; hydrogen, light pink; fluorine, light blue; sodium (from salt), green; sulfur,
yellow; nitrogen, blue; phosphorus, light purple; helium, white. Green arrows in each simulation cell highlight the locations of surface protonation.

SRL thickness has increased to ≈8 nm perpendicular to the lay-
ers and ≈28 nm along the layers; this has essentially exceeded
the probing depth of sXAS in TEY mode, and thus is consistent
with the subtle Peak II signal change upon charging and dis-
charging. Such anisotropic SRLs formation also infers that mor-
phology control of the primary particles to rod-like structure with
higher (003) plane benefits the cycling stability.

2.2. Understanding Electrolyte Decomposition and Surface
Protonation

To investigate how electrolytes’ reactivities lead to SRL formation,
we carried out computational studies on bulk LHCE and EC/PC
decomposition and electrolyte interfacial reactions on NaNiO2
surfaces. To model the effect of an electrified cathode interface,
a number of electrons were removed from the simulation cell
to mimic the electron-deficient environment in the bulk and
near the cathode surface.[20] The simulation scheme is shown
in Figure S5 (Supporting Information), and the computation de-
tails are in the Supporting Information. Figure S6 (Supporting
Information) summarizes the reaction mechanisms and charge
evolution of bulk electrolyte oxidative decomposition. Figures S7
and S8 (Supporting Information) show the instantaneous charge
analysis and energetics values are listed in Table S1 (Support-
ing Information). In general, the dissociation of DME and BTFE

is the primary decomposition path of LHCE, whereas EC/PC
prefers to undergo proton-transfer reactions.

We incorporated NaNiO2 cathode surfaces into our model to
investigate the molecular processes of cathode-electrolyte inter-
facial reactions. Two facets, (0 0 1) and (1 0 −1), were selected to
represent possible orientations of Na+ migration on a NaNiO2
cathode. As seen in Figure S5c,d (Supporting Information),
(1 0 −1) surfaces cross the sloped Na+-moving channel, whereas
(0 0 1) surfaces are parallel to the Na layer with NiO2 (O─Ni─O)
units exposed on the top, which impedes Na+ migration. Figure 2
and Figures S9 and S10 (Supporting Information) demonstrate
the initial and final configurations and reaction mechanisms
of LHCE and EC/PC decomposition on pristine and charged
NaNiO2 surfaces. Our interfacial simulations of fully discharged
or primitive Na1.0NiO2 surfaces revealed that both LHCE and
EC/PC are still more reactive on (0 0 1) surfaces (Figure 2a–c)
than on (1 0 −1) surfaces (Figures S9b and S10b, Supporting
Information): no interfacial reactions was detected on (1 0 −1)
surfaces (Figures S9c and S10c, Supporting Information), while
surface protonation was detected on (0 0 1) surfaces (Figure S11,
Supporting Information). The deprotonation of DME is shown
with the loss of the terminal hydrogen atom to a surface O (Os)
atom, which leads to the formation of a hydroxyl (─OH) group on
(0 0 1) surfaces, as seen in Figure 2b. And BTFE undergoes either
deprotonation when it is initially near the surface, or dissociation
when it is in the middle of the simulation cell. EC and PC follow
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Figure 3. Reaction energies (in eV) of deprotonation of single electrolyte molecules (left to right: DME, BTFE, EC, PC) on a) NaNiO2 (1 0 −1); b)
Na0.5NiO2 (1 0 −1); c) NaNiO2 (0 0 1); d) Na0.5NiO2 (0 0 1) surfaces. The color code is the same as in Figure 2.

a similar mechanism by transferring the ethylene protons to the
surfaces, as shown in Figure 2d. Compared to the proton-transfer
reactions (ethylene proton to carbonyl oxygen (Oc) or fluorine an-
ion) within bulk EC/PC electrolytes (Figure S6e, Supporting In-
formation), the formation of surface protonation indicates that
Os atoms are stronger oxidizing agents than Oc atoms of carbon-
ate; thus, protons are more likely abstracted by oxide surfaces.[21]

Considering the effect of cathode desodiation during the
charging process, electrolyte decompositions on partially-
desodiated Na0.75NiO2 (001) (Figure 2e–i), Na0.75NiO2 (1 0 −1)
(Figures S9e and S10e, Supporting Information) and Na0.5NiO2
(1 0 −1) (Figures S9h and S10h, Supporting Information)
surfaces were also investigated. LHCE and EC/PC were obvi-
ously more reactive when surfaces were partially charged, as
evidenced by the identification of both electrolytes’ deprotona-
tion shown in Figure 2 and Figures S9 and S10 (Supporting
Information). Since electrolyte deprotonation is facilitated by
Na+ dissolution (different sodiation states), it is worthwhile to
compare the reaction energies of electrolyte deprotonation on
Na1.0NiO2 and Na0.5NiO2 (1 0 −1) surfaces. Unlike in AIMD,
accurate energetics calculations were performed in electron-
neutral environments (no electron removal from the simulation
cell).[22] Figure 3 shows the schematics and Table S2 (Supporting
Information) shows the detailed charge analysis details. As

shown in Figure 3a, all proton-transfer reactions on Na1.0NiO2
(1 0 −1) surfaces were thermodynamically unfavorable, which
explains why no deprotonation reactions are detected in the
AIMD simulations on Na1.0NiO2 (1 0 −1) surfaces. However,
when the surfaces were partially charged, the reactivities of
electrolyte deprotonation were clearly increased, which agrees
with results of our AIMD simulations that electrolytes are
more reactive on the desodiated/charged surfaces. The reaction
energies were calculated to be negative on Na0.5NiO2 (1 0 −1)
surfaces (shown in Figure 3b), with PC > EC > DME > BTFE.
As EC/PC was more reactive than LHCE and considering the
results in Figure 1, it is also reasonable to believe that the lower
reactivity of deprotonation behavior in LHCE is the reason that
SRL formation has been largely suppressed, resulting in more
stable cycling. Therefore, minimizing electrolyte deprotonation
by using less reactive LHCE is an efficient strategy for achieving
better capacity retention of Ni-rich cathodes.

In comparison, the electrolyte deprotonation on NaNiO2 (0 0 1)
surfaces was calculated to be thermodynamically favorable, how-
ever, there was almost no difference in energy values for the pro-
cess of charging (desodiation), as seen in Figure 3c,d. This can be
explained by the changes of the exposed layers (where the proton-
transfer reactions happen) of the NaNiO2 (1 0 −1) and (0 0 1) sur-
faces upon charging. The O atoms were the only exposed layer

Adv. Mater. 2024, 36, 2308380 2308380 (5 of 12) © 2023 Battelle Memorial Institute. Advanced Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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of (0 0 1) surfaces and desodiation could barely change the struc-
tural composition of the exposed layers. In contrast, the exposed
layer of the NaNiO2 (1 0 −1) surface consists of Na, O, and Ni
atoms, and when it was charged, Na atoms were removed from
the exposed layer, thus leaving more exposed O atoms on the sur-
faces as protonation sites. This is in good agreement with the
HAADF-STEM results in Figure 1, which indicate thinner SRLs
form at facets parallel to the layers, where the surface reactivity
won’t be increased during the charging process.

Finally, we calculated the reaction barriers of electrolyte depro-
tonation on Na0.5NiO2 (1 0 −1) surfaces to determine the kinetic
favorability of the reactions. As seen in Figure S12 (Supporting
Information), the deprotonation of DME is spontaneous, as in-
dicated by the negative energy value at state 1. BTFE deprotona-
tion has the highest kinetic barriers of 2.58 eV, which indicates
that BTFE deprotonation is kinetically unfavorable. As BTFE con-
tributes to the major component of LHCE solutions (due to large
ratio of diluents), the stability of LHCE is increased, which cor-
roborates our observation of thinner SRLs formed in LHCE, as
shown in Figure 1. The kinetic barrier of EC deprotonation is
0.82 eV and PC deprotonation is spontaneous (negative energy
value at every transition state), which means PC is more reactive
than EC.

2.3. Proton-Induced Ni Reduction and Migration

The above results for LHCE and EC/PC decomposition suggest
that an electrolyte more stable against deprotonation was less
reactive on NaNiO2 surfaces. However, the underlying mecha-
nisms of the way protonation induces surface and bulk structure
degradation are still poorly understood. To elucidate them, we
first examined the oxidation states of Ni atoms upon proton trans-
fer by using DME deprotonation on NaNiO2 (1 0 −1) surfaces as
an example. The oxidation states were analyzed by the change
of local magnetic moments (Table S2, Supporting Information),
and it was revealed that a Ni atom (highlighted in yellow in Figure
S13a, Supporting Information) was reduced from the oxidation
state from +3 to +2 when a proton was transferred to its neigh-
boring O atom, forming the ─OH group on the surface. As pro-
tonation continues during the cathode desodiation, the reduction
of Ni atoms also remains while some of the Ni-ions increase to
high oxidation states, from Ni3+ to Ni4+, as shown in Figure S13b
(Supporting Information). Meanwhile, the Ni─O bond length in-
creased from 1.914 to 2.161 Å (1.862–1.969 Å) when protons were
attached to Os atoms on Na1.0NiO2 (Na0.5NiO2) (1 0 −1) surfaces,
which weakened the Ni─O bonding.

Because the spontaneous reduction of Ni3+ to Ni2+ has been
acknowledged as a source of phase transition of LiNiO2,[23,24] it
is reasonable to hypothesize that the identified Ni reduction and
weakening of the Ni─O bond might also cause the instability of
NaNiO2. To validate this, we built a model using partially deso-
diated Na0.25NiO2 (1 0 −1) surfaces with some extent of surface
protonation (H content= 0.25), as shown in Figure 4a–c. Because
NaNiO2 will undergo a broad phase transition from a monoclinic
(in C2/m symmetry) to rhombohedral (in R-3m symmetry) struc-
ture at temperatures >243 °C during heating treatment,[25] the
C/2m structure was used to investigate the structural transforma-
tion of Na0.25H0.25NiO2 (1 0 −1) surfaces at low temperature. As

shown in Figure 4a, protons hopping between Os atoms (high-
lighted in green circles) were observed when protons were ini-
tially attached to Os atoms on each side of NiO2 units. After 1.7 ps
of AIMD simulation at T = 450 K, some protons were transferred
to Os atoms of neighboring NiO2 units and to Os atoms on sub-
surface layers, which indicates the mobility of surface protons.

Meanwhile, Ni migration (highlighted in blue triangles) from
its original position (transition metal layer) into a Na vacancy
site (desodiation channel) was identified, as shown in Figure 4b.
Similar Ni migration in LiNiO2 was considered to provide nuclei
for phase transitions of layered NiO2 to spinel-like NiO2, which
destroys active Li sites and results in a gradual capacity decline
with cycling.[24] Therefore, it is reasonable to believe that pro-
tons could also induce the similar phase transition of NaNiO2,
because there is no such phenomenon found in proton-free sur-
faces even at the high temperature of T = 670 K, as shown in
Figure S14 (Supporting Information). And when Ni migrates,
the Na+-moving pathways are blocked; thus, the number of ac-
tive Na+ ions also decrease.

Considering that protons are mobile, we built another
Na0.25H0.25NiO2 (1 0 −1) surface model with protons attached to
Os atoms on neighboring NiO2 units, as shown in Figure S15
(Supporting Information). The Ni migration was also observed
after 1 ps of AIMD simulation at T = 450 K; meanwhile, hop-
ping of protons to other O atoms was also seen, resulting in the
formation of H─O─H bonds, with O bonding with a surface Ni
atom. When the simulation temperature was elevated to T = 600
K (Figure 4c), H2O was found to release from the surface by
breaking the Ni─O bond, triggering the structural degradation
of NaNiO2. Since it was reported that at the high temperature of
T = 600 K, bulk NaNiO2 adopts an R-3m symmetry and oxygen
gas evolves on R-3m LiNiO2 (0 1 2) surfaces,[26] we also investi-
gated the thermal stability of R-3m Na0.25NiO2 (0 1 2) surfaces.
As shown in Figure 4d, the formation of O─O bonding and the
release of O2 were observed after only 0.5 ps of AIMD simula-
tion at T = 600 K. This reveals that NaNiO2 was unstable upon
heating, and the structural degradation can be summarized by
the following equation:

NiOOH → NiO+O2+H2O (1)

Therefore, we believe that protonation induces quick degrada-
tion of the surfaces of NaNiO2 cathode materials.

Because there are many other sources of proton generation
than the vigorous decomposition of electrolyte solvent,[8] and it
has been known that protonation can happen to layered metal
oxides in the bulk,[7,27] we then examined the effect of protons
on NaNiO2 crystal structure. Figure 4e illustrates the bulk struc-
ture of NaNiO2 upon desodiation and proton intercalation. Pro-
tons are bonded with O atoms and stay close to Na vacancy sites.
The relationship between the H content and the c-axis lattice con-
stant is shown in Figure 4f. It is clear that as increasing num-
bers of protons are aligned with the NaNiO2 crystal, the c lat-
tice parameter decreases. Along with the desodiation process,
protonated NaNiO2 is expected to undergo a lattice shrinkage.
Once the lattice shrinks, the ion transfer capability will deterio-
rate further,[7,28] which explains the more severe capacity loss in
EC/PC solutions, as shown in Figure 1a, as EC/PC involves more
proton generation.

Adv. Mater. 2024, 36, 2308380 2308380 (6 of 12) © 2023 Battelle Memorial Institute. Advanced Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 4. Effect of protonation on NaNiO2 structure degradation. a) Surface protons hopping between O atoms at C2/m Na0.25H0.25NiO2 (1 0 −1)
surfaces after 1.7 ps of AIMD simulation at T = 450 K. b) a Ni atom at C2/m Na0.25H0.25NiO2 (1 0 −1) surfaces migrating to desodiation channel after
1.7 ps of AIMD simulation at T = 450 K. c) H2O release from C2/m Na0.25H0.25NiO2 (1 0 −1) surfaces after 1.5 ps of AIMD simulation at T = 600 K.
d) O2 release from R-3m Na0.25NiO2 (0 1 2) surfaces after 0.5 ps of AIMD simulation at T = 600 K. e) Illustration of proton intercalation in partially
desodiated NaNiO2 crystal structure (in C2/m symmetry). f) Relationship between Na content (x) and c lattice parameter in desodiated Na1-xNiO2 and
protonated Na1-xHyNiO2 (y: H content) crystal. Color code is the same as in Figure 2.

Adv. Mater. 2024, 36, 2308380 2308380 (7 of 12) © 2023 Battelle Memorial Institute. Advanced Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 5. a) Mass spectrometry of H2O release (mass-to-charge ratio m/z = 18) of Na1-xNiO2 charged in LHCE and in EC/PC upon heating. b) Mass
spectrometry of O2 release (m/z = 32) of Na1-xNiO2 charged in LHCE and in EC/PC upon heating. c) In situ heated high-energy XRD of Na1-xNiO2
charged in LHCE. d) In situ heated high-energy XRD of Na1-xNiO2 charged in EC/PC. e) Schematic illustration showing the phase transition of charged
Na1-xNiO2 upon heating.

2.4. Protonation and Bulk Structure Transformation

Mass spectrometry coupled with in situ-heated high-energy XRD
was performed on Na1-xNiO2 samples after the first charge to
4.2 V in the same two electrolytes to verify the presence of a lattice
proton and its effect. Figure 5a shows two water-release peaks;
the one positioned at 100–200 °C corresponds to intercalated wa-
ter molecules, and the second peak, centered ≈250 °C, is well
acknowledged as reflecting the removal of a lattice proton.[27,29]

(See detailed discussion about the water peaks in Supporting In-
formation.) Thermogravimetric analysis of layered Ni(OH)2 and
NiOOH also shows that the temperature is in the same range

as where these materials lose their lattice protons in the form
of water (Figure S16a–c, Supporting Information). The substan-
tially stronger peak for the EC/PC sample than the LHCE sam-
ple also is consistent with our simulation results on electrolyte
decomposition and NaNiO2 protonation: EC/PC deprotonate to a
greater degree both in bulk electrolyte and on the cathode surface
(Figures 2 and 3; Figure S6, Supporting Information). The pos-
sible hydrolysis of NaPF6 also generates more protons, leading
to considerable protonation of NaNiO2 cathodes. Because the lat-
tice oxygen, once protonated, might also be destabilized, leading
to potential oxygen gas loss behavior, oxygen gas release was in-
vestigated. Figure 5b shows the oxygen gas release upon heating

Adv. Mater. 2024, 36, 2308380 2308380 (8 of 12) © 2023 Battelle Memorial Institute. Advanced Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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of the two samples. The onset oxygen gas release temperature is
higher for the sample charged in EC/PC than that in LHCE (210
vs 200 °C), which is possibly because oxygen was mainly lost in
the form of water in EC/PC at the beginning, thus postponing
the O2 gas release. The oxygen release peak ≈300 °C is related to
a phase transition, which will be further addressed in later dis-
cussions on in situ heated XRD. We have also collected the CO2
emission as shown in Figure S16d (Supporting Information), the
LHCE sample still displays less CO2 emission, indicating more
stable structure compared with the EC/PC sample.

Figure S17 (Supporting Information) shows the d-spacing of
the initial Na1-xNiO2 desodiated to 4.2 V in each electrolyte. The
position of the (003) peak has a lower value in EC/PC than in
LHCE, corroborating Figure 4f in that a larger number of pro-
tons in the structure leads to a smaller d-spacing along the c-
axis. Figure 5c,d presents the contour plot of the in situ heated
XRD, and the line plots are shown in Figure S18 (Supporting In-
formation). While intercalated water was observed in the sam-
ples at room temperature, it was not from the electrolyte because
the in situ XRD of the NaNiO2 that has been previously cycled
ex situ 50 times in LHCE (Figure S19, Supporting Information)
does not show any expansion >7.0 Å. A trace amount of interca-
lated water was just unavoidable during preparation of the sam-
ple for heating. Karl Fischer titration showed that the water con-
centration in LHCE and EC/PC is 24.2 and 16.1 ppm, respec-
tively, which are considered similar level of average water content
for liquid electrolytes. The fact that similar NaNiO2 electrodes
showed different fading behavior in the electrolytes with similar
water content supports that the protonation effect is mainly from
electrolyte decomposition instead of the trace amount of H2O in
air, in electrode or in electrolyte. As shown in Figure 5c,d, the
samples charged in LHCE and in EC/PC show similar layered
structures before heating and rock salt structures after heating
to >300 °C. The initial heating process also shows unchanged
layered-phase diffractions in both cases. However, several distinct
phase transition behaviors were observed, indicating that a dif-
ferent protonation degree affects the structural degradation be-
havior upon heating. First, the decrease of the (111) layered peak
intensity and the commencement of the (04̄0) peak of spinel-like
NiO2 ≈1.98 Å happen at a quite low temperature of 145 °C in the
EC/PC sample but ≈200 °C in the LHCE sample (marked with
red arrows in Figure 5c,d). Neither lattice-proton nor oxygen gas
release was initiated at such a low temperature in the EC/PC sam-
ple (Figure 5a,b). Second, in the EC/PC sample, the layered and
spinel phases coexist over a significant range until the temper-
ature reaches 200 °C, where the (111) layered peak disappears.
The LHCE sample shows a quick drop of the (111) layered peak
intensity ≈200 °C, with the simultaneous emergence of spinel
phase. Third, the transition from spinel to rock salt phase start-
ing at ≈300 °C corresponds to the second oxygen release event
tips in Figure 5b; its relative diffraction intensity is significantly
stronger in EC/PC than that of LHCE.

Considering the correlation of the temperatures (145, 200, and
300 °C) of major phase transitions and the release of O2 gas
and lattice protons in water, it is reasonable to conclude that the
layered-to-spinel and then rock salt phase transition in the LHCE
sample is largely triggered solely by the loss of lattice oxygen fol-
lowing the process illustrated in Figure 5e.[30] For the EC/PC sam-
ple, however, the low-temperature layered-to-spinel phase transi-

tion without loss of lattice oxygen indicates that the lattice pro-
tons have destabilized the Ni and prompted its migration to the
alkaline layer to form a spinel phase, consistent with the compu-
tational result in Figure 4. The oxygen loss from the EC/PC sam-
ple happens when most of the layered phase has become spinel
at ≈210 °C.

The above results on different structural degradation behaviors
upon heating and contrasting Ni migration energies also make
it safe to infer that protonation may affect the energy required
for bulk structure transition and the degradation pathways over
long-term battery cycling. The NaNiO2 cathodes, which show no-
ticeably different capacity retention after 100 cycles in LHCE and
in EC/PC electrolyte, were characterized. Figure 6 shows dra-
matically different SRL evolution and bulk structure degrada-
tion for the two electrolytes. Figure 6a–d is STEM images and
electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) maps taken on the sur-
face of some NaNiO2 particles cycled in LHCE and in EC/PC.
The low magnification STEM images and representative EELS
spectra were shown in Figure S20 (Supporting Information). The
LHCE sample (Figure 6a) shows a much thinner SRL layer than
the EC/PC sample (Figure 6c). The EELS maps in Figure 6b–d
shows the Ni2+ layer is ≈20 nm thick on the surface of the LHCE
sample but hundreds of nanometers deep in the EC/PC sam-
ple. The anisotropic SRL feature remains after long-term cycling
in LHCE. Figure S21 (Supporting Information) shows a typical
STEM image with a ≈2 nm SRL along the layers and a ≈20 nm
SRL perpendicular to the layers. Comparing the results from a
pristine electrode and an electrode after 10 cycles, the SRL thick-
ness along the layers changed very little but it doubled in the di-
rection perpendicular to the layers.

For the bulk structure evolution, the LHCE sample dis-
plays mainly the formation of cracks along the layer direction
(Figure 6e). It is similar to many layered lithium and sodium
materials and also can be ascribed to the gliding of layers upon
ion deintercalation and reintercalation.[31–33] HAADF-STEM was
used to examine the crystal structure of the particles. Three rep-
resentative regions (marked with yellow, red, and purple boxes
in Figure 6e) of a cracked particle were closely scrutinized using
HAADF-STEM and selective area electron diffraction (SAED).
Figure 6f–h shows rock salt crystallites at the particle surface, a
rock-salt-layered junction at the surface of a crack interface and
regular layered structure in the bulk. The crystal structures were
indexed in the inset SAED patterns. The intraparticle cracking,
which introduces fresh surfaces to further react with the elec-
trolyte and has been considered as a major capacity fading mech-
anism to many layered oxide cathodes of Li-ion batteries,[1] in-
duces a rock salt layer of only ≈2 nm to the NaNiO2 cathode cycled
in LHCE. It did not cause noticeable capacity fading considering
the good capacity retention shown in Figure 1.

The EC/PC sample experiences severe bulk structure break-
down after 100 cycles. Figure S22 (Supporting Information)
shows the formation of randomly oriented cracks and thick rock
salt layers composed of discrete nanodomains. While some par-
ticles have parts with retained layered structures, many were col-
lapsed and had rock salt phase throughout the bulk particle with
simultaneous pore development. Figure 6i is a HAADF-STEM
image of a typical region adopted from the bulk part of a particle.
Discrete rock salt nanodomains with pores of several nanome-
ters are present. 3D electron tomography is used to present a

Adv. Mater. 2024, 36, 2308380 2308380 (9 of 12) © 2023 Battelle Memorial Institute. Advanced Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 6. Structural characterization of long-term cycled NaNiO2. a–d) HAADF-STEM image and corresponding EELS mapping of NaNiO2 cycled in
LHCE and in EC/PC for 100 cycles. e) STEM image of a particle with intragranular cracks at low magnification and three different regions examined
with HAADF-STEM and SAED. f–h) HAADF-STEM images of the surface region (yellow) showing rock-salt structures, internal crack region (purple)
showing mixed rock-salt/layered structures and bulk region (red) showing layered structures (insets: SAED patterns) i) HAADF-STEM image of a typical
region of NaNiO2 cycled in EC/PC 100 times showing discrete rock-salt nanodomains (some of the pores are marked with yellow dashed circles). j)
Low magnification HAADF-STEM image showing the location of the 3D tomography reconstruction region in (k). k) Electron tomography 3D surface
rendering of pores in the EC/PC sample.

straightforward view of these nanopores. Figure 6j shows the
morphology of a particle after focused ion beam processing and
Figure 6k is a typical 3D tomographic reconstruction image of a
cuboid (70 nm × 70 nm × 35 nm) from the center of the particle
(more figures showing the location of the region of interest and
3D electron tomography reconstruction are shown in Figure
S23 and Videos S1 and S2, Supporting Information). As shown
in these images, the nanodomains around the voids mostly are
interconnected, though some are detached from the particle and
appear to be isolated. A random crack, which was also employed
as a contrast reference during reconstruction, is observed at the

bottom right of Figure 6k. XRD patterns of NaNiO2 cycled in
both electrolytes for 100 times (Figure S24, Supporting Infor-
mation) also show that the rock salt phase has developed largely
in EC/PC sample. The layered structure, however, has been well
preserved in LHCE. Although loss of oxygen from anionic redox
activity and oxidation of tetravalent Ni to the lattice oxygen have
been known to create pores,[34–36] it is not applicable to our case.
We performed mapping of resonant inelastic X-ray scattering
(mRIXS) of the O K-edge for electrodes charged in conventional
and LHCE electrolytes (Figure S25, Supporting Information).
It has been established that lattice oxidized oxygen displays

Adv. Mater. 2024, 36, 2308380 2308380 (10 of 12) © 2023 Battelle Memorial Institute. Advanced Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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fingerprint features in O-K mRIXS, especially through a sharp
feature at 531 eV (excitation energy) and 524 eV (emission
energy),[37–39] while very weak or no signal was observed for elec-
trodes cycled in LHCE and in EC/PC electrolytes. The NaNiO2
demonstrates more tetravalent Ni in the sample charged in
LHCE (Figure 1d–f). It is believed that the pores are related to
proton-induced oxygen loss after long term cycling, which leads
to Ni migration and rock-salt phase development. Moreover,
water is generated during this process, which exacerbates the
phase transition.

Extensive protonation of NaNiO2 and subsequent layered
structure breakdown and particle pulverization is the main rea-
son for the low specific capacity and the poor cycling stability
in EC/PC electrolyte. This is not a rare case; proton incorpora-
tion into the bulk structure of lithium transition metal oxides
through proton-Li exchange has been known for years.[5,40–42] Yet,
the bulk structural breakdown of layered lithium cathodes was
not investigated/observed. From one aspect, that was not the fo-
cus of the previous research. On the other hand, NaNiO2 has
more phase transitions and larger interlayer spacing than lithium
cathodes, which favors proton and Na exchange at trigonal pris-
matic sites.[42] For layered Li cathodes, forming the trigonal pris-
matic sites would require extra layer gliding, making it less likely
to happen. Nonetheless, once incorporated, despite only possibly
happening locally, these protons could still act as defective sites
that may trigger local structural change.[43]

3. Conclusion

Fundamentals of the protonation of a Ni-rich sodium cathode
and its effect on surface phase reconstruction and bulk structural
breakdown have been elucidated using model systems of NaNiO2
in carbonate-based electrolytes and in LHCE. While conventional
studies have shown that protonation leads to transition metal dis-
solution and protons can exchange with Li ions in lithium cath-
odes, our study clearly reveals that its role has been considerably
underrated, if not missed, for Ni-rich sodium cathodes. The dif-
ferent bulk electrolyte decomposition and reactions at different
cathode surfaces result in distinct protonation degrees. While
anisotropic SRL formation was observed in NaNiO2 cycled in ei-
ther electrolyte, the high protonation degree of the layered cath-
ode in carbonate electrolyte resulted in a thicker SRL and more
heavily reduced Ni2+ than that in LHCE. More importantly, the
incorporated protons may destabilize the oxygen surrounding
the Ni-ions, thus facilitating the transition metal migration to
alkaline layers without necessary oxygen loss, leading to vigor-
ous phase transition and the formation of porous rock-salt nan-
odomains in the bulk and disordered cracks irrelevant to regular
layer gliding. This phenomenon has been previously overlooked
when assigning the reasons for layered-spinel/rock-salt phase
transition.[44] Such structural breakdown subsequently is respon-
sible for the poorer electrochemical performance of NaNiO2 cy-
cled in EC/PC electrolyte compared with the LHCE electrolyte.
The results provide new insight into the correlation of electrolyte
and material surface-to-bulk structural degradation. Electrolyte
not only can affect the surface reconstruction and metal dis-
solution of cathodes, but also dictates the structural reversibil-
ity/stability of the bulk cathode through mechanisms like gener-

ation and incorporation of protons. It also calls for more detailed
studies on proton-related structural transitions in layered mate-
rials and engineering Ni-rich cathodes and electrolytes to attain
better cycling performance.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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